Can You Name It?

Identify these words that begin with “CAN.”

A can that gives light
A can that is sweet
A can that is truthful
A can that is a savage
A can that is a country
A can that crosses off
A can that is a way a horse runs
A can you can row in
A can that is an astronomical sign
A can taken on hikes
A can that is a fruit
A can that projects from a vertical support
A can that is a Chinese language
A can used to paint on
A can that is a deep valley
A can that is used for irrigation, waterway
A can that is also a bird
A can that is a card game
Can You Name It?

**ANSWER KEY**

A can that gives light          CANdle
A can that is sweet            CANdy
A can that is truthful         CANdid
A can that is a savage         CANnibal
A can that is a country        CANada
A can that crosses off         CANcel
A can that is a way a horse runs CANter
A can you can row in           CANoe
A can that is an astronomical sign CANcer
A can taken on hikes           CANteen
A can that is a fruit          CANtaloupe
A can that projects from a vertical support CANtilever
A can that is a Chinese language CANtonese
A can used to paint on         CANvas
A can that is a deep valley    CANyon
A can that is used for irrigation, waterway CANal
A can that is also a bird      CANary
A can that is a card game      CANasta